LOVE IS THICKER THAN WATER
SYNOPSIS
The story centres around two families: the Berliner’s and the Davies’
The connection these two families have are Arthur, the son of poor
steel workers from Port Talbot in Wales, and Vida, the daughter of a
well-to-do Jewish doctor in London. Arthur and Vida start to cohabit
and their love is as passionate as it is sincere. Romantic Arthur
surprises impulsive Vida as much as she makes him laugh; a match
made in heaven. Both families are pleased with the youngster’s liaison.
But the families don’t mingle or socialize with each other.
Vida and Arthur start a quest to bring the two families together. The
family members all have their specifics and they’re worlds apart.
Arthur’s half brother is the oldest, and of mixed race. Arthur hates him
for a reason he cannot remember. His oldest sister tried to become a
policeman, failed miserably as her husband is an alcoholic in denial.
But they are happy. His youngest sister has a job as a cleaning lady
and a passion for nails. His father has retired from being a steel
factory worker since the death of his oldest son and mostly stares out
of the window. Just to keep himself busy he repairs vacuum cleaners
and other small appliances. While Arthur’s mother remains an optimist
even when she faces total defeat. Arthur himself works as a bike
courier in London but has aspirations to become a unique animator.
Vida’s father is a much admired and respected doctor. Her mother a
gracious and still beautiful woman, who practices as a high society
divorce lawyer. Their eldest son just completed his psychiatrists study
(a Jewish doctor afraid of blood) and is about to get married to an OR

head nurse. Vida’s younger sister is hyper intelligent and disagrees
with everything. Vida plays the cello and has every ambition to
become successful on the international concert podiums.
During their attempt to bring the families together, Arthur and Vida
stage an (fake) engagement party. It is just short of a total disaster.
The games they play are not appreciated. And involuntarily the social
difference even creeps between the sheets of Arthur and Vida.
Additionally fate hits. Vida’s mother dies, and within 24 hours Arthur’s
father dies. Vida’s mother dies in a strange bed, in the arms of a
young lover. Arthur’s father dies all-alone in the early morning as a
result of a – wrongly diagnosed—brain tumour.
The grief separates the young lovers. It turns out their families have a
strong pull on their allegiances. Heartbroken, angry, longing for each
other but far too proud, they separate. It takes some time before the
surviving parents find a way to reconnect all of them.
Both families meet weeks later after the funerals at the memorial,
which Vida’s father graciously offered to share with Arthur’s family. It’s
the first time the families interact –albeit the women with the women
and the men with the men. Secrets emerge, not always voluntarily.
Vida’s father is full of guilt towards the death of his wife, as he closed
his eyes for her philandering. Vida’s psychiatrist brother, now
graduated, has broken off the engagement and came out of the closet
as gay. Her youngest sister has enlisted in the Israeli army and trains
as a fighter jet pilot. Arthur’s oldest sister still suffers from her
husband’s drinking problem and still she accepts him the way he is and

loves him for better and for worse. His youngest sister continues to
dream of opening her own hair salon. His half brother re-joined the
army regardless that he has been accused of gay bashing.
But where do Arthur and Vida stand? Their backgrounds are so
immensely different, including many of their moral values, but the
chemistry is still there. They re-arrange their vows, not during any
(fake) party or public celebration, just the two of them alone on their
rooftop. They won’t give up. They have a shot at happiness if Arthur
can still surprise Vida, and she can continue to make him laugh. No
longer are they a match made in heaven, but if they make an effort,
they can be a match surviving on earth.

